Healthy Buckeye
Video Submission Form

Our goal is to be the healthiest university on the globe, and our success depends on you! Show your Buckeye pride and tell us what you’re doing to be a Healthy Buckeye. Are you eating healthy, moving more, taking time to relax? Or maybe you’ve leveraged Ohio State resources, such as the Personal Health & Well-Being Assessment, Health Coaching, or Care Coordination, to improve or maintain your healthy lifestyle? Whatever your story is, submit it in video format and inspire Buckeyes to greater health and well-being!

Team Member Names, E-mail Addresses:

1. ______________________________________________________________________________
2. ______________________________________________________________________________
3. ______________________________________________________________________________
4. ______________________________________________________________________________
5. ______________________________________________________________________________

Video URL on BuckeyeBox:

_________________________________________________________________________________

Video Format:

_________________________________________________________________________________

Contest Rules:

All entries are subject to the Contest Guidelines, which can be found online at go.osu.edu/HBGuidelines. By submitting this video, each participant agrees to the terms and conditions set forth in those guidelines.

Questions? Contact YP4H at yp4h@hr.osu.edu or 614-247-7120.

Submit form to: yp4h@hr.osu.edu